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Gender differences in Mobility in Maputo
Sustainable and Inclusive Mobility Strategies

1. DATA: Knowing the reality and its changes
2. PLACE MAKING: Actions in the public space
3. KNOWLEDGE: Capacity building / guidelines
4. POLICY MAKING
5. ATTITUDE: Citizen, technical and political awareness
Place Making: creating Images
Three questions…

we always ask ourselves 3 questions:

● Have I considered gender in this decision?
● Is it the same for women & men?
● How is it different?

then, transformative ideas arise…

- Pitch Corner SMDC2022 -
Gender Mobility Checklist

1. Include a gender perspective in the mobility agenda
2. Involve and build awareness among mobility experts on gender issues
3. Data collection and dissemination
4. Remove myths and demonstrate the technical data-based aspect
5. Public awareness campaigns
6. Inclusive & Participatory Place Making
Contacts

Municipality of Maputo:
loidemassangaie@hotmail.com
gflorentina.samuel@gmail.com

Metropolitan Area of Barcelona:
mpeix@amb.cat

Architects Without Borders:
coordinacio.maputo@asfes.org

Metropolitan Transport Agency of Maputo: anbembele@gmail.com